(protection – for your tank)
Do you want to pay for a new oil tank if yours starts leaking?
The unexpected financial burden to replace a leaking oil tank is something no homeowner wants to deal with. Now, for
an annual fee, you can have the protection you require.
Our PRO-TANK-TION plan covers the complete* cost to replace a leaking oil tank with a tank of equal size. This
program is for ABOVE GROUND tanks in dwellings only, up to 330 gallon capacity and is valid only when all oil is
purchased through the Orange Oil Company. *Coverage includes: oil tank package, labor and removal of oil tank only.
Coverage DOES NOT include cement pads, permit, truck use and labor to pump out old tank, disposal of old tank or
*environmental clean up costs. These remain the responsibility of the customer. *For more information, please contact
your insurance company for a special rider which may cover environmental costs.
We can offer this program because our heating oil is being treated with an additive that has many advantages, including
an inhibitor that fights tank corrosion.
If your tank does leak, our highly skilled team of technicians will replace your tank, so you can be assured of a quality
job.
Sign up today and don’t worry – we’ve got you covered.
*DISCLAIMER: Any cost, expense, governmental order, arising out of fuel oil release, seepage, migration or escape that requires clean up, removal,
containment, treatment, monitoring or detoxifying is not provided under this tank replacement program whether caused by the tank or any other source including
any resulting bodily injury or property damage.

I want PRO-TANK-TION
Please come and inspect my oil tank.
I have enclosed $39.95 per tank and understand this will be reimbursed if my tank does not pass inspection.
I understand that this program renews annually.
I have read and understand the coverage and the disclaimer.
Account #________________________
Name:_______________________________________________ Phone #:________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:_________________________________________________________________________
Signature:_____________________________________________ Date:___________________________
Program is for ABOVE GROUND tanks in dwellings only, up to 330 gallon capacity. Valid only when all oil is purchased through Orange Oil Co. *Coverage includes oil
tank package (oil tank, installation, labor and removal of oil tank) Coverage DOES NOT include cement pad, truck use, permit, labor to pump out old tank, disposal of
oil tank or environmental clean up costs. These remain the responsibility of the customer. DISCLAIMER: Any cost, expense, governmental order, arising out of a
fuel oil release, seepage, migration or escape that requires clean up, removal, containment, treatment, monitoring or detoxifying is not provided under this tank
replacement program whether caused by the tank or any other source including any resulting bodily injury or property damage.

